
KORDURA SURFACES, INC.

Innovative surface solutions

1555 S. DuPont Ave., Unit B

Ontario, CA 91761

Tel: 626-400-0915   Fax: 626-812-8670

Website: www.kordura.com Innovative Surface Solutions

UV PRINTED SOLID SURFACE
GRAPHIC PANELS



Kordura s vision is to become a global leader specializing in solid surface technology and innovation our mission is to

improve the quality of life of people by creating beautiful kitchen and bathroom with our wide range of innovative solid surface

products With its 800,000 ft2 state of the art production facility Kordura is able to deliver high quality products at competitive

prices

Kordura is an advanced compositematerial made from natural minerals and high performance polymers Its virtually

unlimited colors and patterns will meet any design needs in terms of aesthetics and styles. Formability, expansive color

range, warm touch, monolithic designs and soothing contemporary shapes making Kordura kitchen and bathroom an object of

desire.

Kordura Advantages:

Customization Our willingness and capability to fulfil custom designs to meet specific requirements of a broad range of

residential and commercial projects

Value Our ability to leverage the resource and capacity of our own overseas operations to make solid surface and quartz

surface an affordable luxury for developers, builders and hoteliers worldwide.

Impeccable service Fast response and being available to you throughout all phases of your project customers satisfaction

is the key to our success
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High quality solid surface substrate

Size up to mmx mm

Custom printing

Stain Resistant

Water resistant

Scratch resistant

Environmentally friendly

Any graphics and images can be created

quick turn around

No minimum order quantity
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Kordura Surfaces proudly presents KORDURA UV printed solid surface graphic panels.

is revolutionary surface material engineered to be versatile durable

functional and environmentally friendly Available in high gloss, matte and textured finishes,

the graphic panels are the ideal surfacing solutions for the most

discriminating residential and commercial interiors. Our proprietary UV coating technology

results in superb scratch resistance stain resistance and water/oil repellency properties.

graphic panels is available in thousands of colors and designs. In fact, any

photographs or color images can be printed on the solid surface. graphic

panels are typically made as standard from 6mm pure white solid surface material for wall

covering applications However other thicknesses can also be made available upon special

request. The other thickness materials can be used as tabletops countertops, area floors

room partition etc
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UV coating
Digital printing

Solid surface substrate

Advanced UV digital printing technology allows us to print digital photographic images onto large solid

surface panels so your can now feature stunning natural marble patterns an eye catching city night

scene a cool retro pattern or even your own photograph.

is engineered to be aesthetic functional and durable We use the best solid surface

panels on the market as substrates To ensure good adhesion the solid surface panels are roughened

and prime coated prior to UV printing After printing to layer of protective coating UV coating are

applied to form a surface finish that is smooth, stain proof and scratch resistant

The photographic quality is fantastic and, as with all products the end result looks

spectacular. Printed glass wall panels offer the perfect marriage of style, function and practicality.

Easy to clean to a gleaming finish, they look as good as new for years.
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COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

KORDURA
TM Hotel lobby

(Mosaic Arts)

Retail Space

Custom
Flooring
in RVs
and Yachts
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